Colocalized nevus depigmentosus and lentigines
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INTRODUCTION

Nevus depigmentosus (ND) is a rare, congenital, stable hypomelanosis first described by Lesser in 1884 [1]. The lesions usually present as dermatomal or quasidermatomal macules commonly on the trunk, lower abdomen, or proximal extremities. They are off-white in colour and have irregular, serrated, feathered, or geographic margins. The face, when involved, is a cause of social embarrassment for the patient. Unfortunately, there is no effective treatment for this condition. The case is being reported to highlight the phenotypic manifestation of reverse mutation.

CASE REPORT

A 17 year girl presented with hypopigmented patch with indented borders on the right side of face and neck which was first noticed by the mother of the child when she was 3 years old. Later on at the age of 5, numerous hyperpigmented punctiform spots appeared exclusively on the hyperpigmented area. With sun exposure, the hypopigmented area neither reddened nor burnt. On diascopy the margin of the hypopigmented lesion remained delineated. The dermoscopic examination showed 1-4 millimeters sized hyperpigmented lesions with a barely visible pseudonet, leading to the final diagnosis of colocalized nevus depigmentosus and lentigines.

DISCUSSION

The commonly used clinical diagnostic criteria for nevus depigmentosus (ND) are as follows [2-4]:
1. Leukoderma present at birth or of an early onset
2. No alteration in distribution of leukoderma throughout life
3. No alteration in texture or change of sensation in the affected area
4. Absence of hyperpigmented border
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It may be localized, segmental, or systematized [5]. Wood's lamp examination shows an off-white accentuation in ND (compared to chalky-white in vitiligo). Histopathologically, the numbers of melanocytes are normal or decreased [2,6] but DOPA reactivity is consistently reduced [2]. Melanosomes are usually normal in size, shape, and internal structure [1], but can be decreased in number, heteromorphic, aggregated in melanocytes, or located in membrane bound aggregates [5].

Until now 8 cases of colocalized nevus depigmentosus and lentigines have been reported [2-4,6,7,10]. The theories of twin spots do not apply to colocalized nevus. Two hypotheses were suggested for the colocalized nevus [8]. The first one, which applies to larger lesions such as syndrome of Ito, hypothesizes that a mutational event occurring in the first 4 weeks of life when the embryo is a single developmental field, leads to a polytopic malformation, namely more associated malformations. In our case, which is characterized by small nevi, the mutation affecting the same melanocytic function, is the more probable hypothesis [8] which is responsible for nevus depigmentosus. This mutation is followed by a reverse mutation of the gene involved in the pigmentation. The latter could restore the pigmentation incompletely. Thus, colocalization of lentigines can be regarded as a different form of repigmentation resulting from reverse mutation in one of the genes involved in pigmentation [2].

Consent

The examination of the patient was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki principles.
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